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Introduction
In recent years the historiography on the Portuguese New Christians has been 
focused on the question of the identity or identities of this social minority. Research 
has emerged analyzing the accuracy of using the terms “nation” and “republic” as 
applied to the group of the conversos. Similarly, historiography has evolved from 
considering them a homogeneous social group—a community—to emphasizing 
their internal differences with regard to their religious beliefs, socioeconomic 
situation, and upward mobility strategies.1
In this context the study of the Ximenes de Aragão family becomes particularly 
relevant.2 They were one of the most important merchant families of the sixteenth 
century, and they carried out a process of successful upward mobility, outside 
the Spanish monarchy but within the Catholic world, in places such as Flanders 
and Tuscany. At the same time, they tried to become assimilated into the Old 
Christian majority in Portugal through the means provided by their enormous 
wealth. They also maintained a changeable attitude regarding the general pardon 
granted by Clement VIII to the New Christians in 1604. And finally, they tried 
a novel procedure of integration into the Old Christian group that, as we will 
see, ended in failure. The case of the Ximenes family allows us to understand 
the different mechanisms used by the Portuguese New Christians to move 
upward in society; it also provides us with an example we can use as a basis for 
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analyzing the different identities and tensions that existed within the Portuguese 
converso minority.
The Family Strategy in the Iberian Peninsula
In the first decades of the sixteenth century, a man named Duarte Ximenes de 
Aragão lived in Lisbon. The sons from his marriage to Isabel Rodrigues da Veiga 
built a commercial empire during that century. Members of the Ximenes de Aragão 
family settled in the most important commercial cities in Europe, such as Lisbon, 
Seville, Cadiz, Florence, Venice, Hamburg, and Antwerp. From there they dedicated 
themselves to selling a variety of products from Europe and overseas, among them 
spices, sugar, cereals, wood, jewels, and fabrics.3 Although we are especially interested 
in the upward mobility strategies used by the branch of the family that remained on 
the Iberian Peninsula, we should not forget the success of those who immigrated to 
Antwerp and Florence.
In Antwerp, brothers Fernão Ximenes de Aragão and Rui Nunes Ximenes, two 
of Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s sons, founded a prosperous commercial company 
in 1572. After Rui’s death in 1581 and Fernão’s departure to Italy in 1590, their 
commercial house was left in the hands of Rui’s sons. Duarte, Rui’s first-born son, 
eventually became the Lord of Leugenhagen, while Manuel, the second-born son, 
became Lord of Blauwhof and a Commander of Saint Stephen. Gonçalo, another 
of Rui’s sons, married Catharina van Eeckeren, daughter of the knight Robert van 
Eeckeren, while Rui’s daughter Ana married her uncle, Simão Rodrigues de Évora, 
Baron of Rodes.4
The social ascension and ennoblement of the Ximenes de Aragão family in Italy 
has been studied by Lucia Fischer. Thanks to this author we know that in 1591 
the Grand Duke of Tuscany granted privileges to Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s sons 
to settle in his territory. The Florentine branch of the family was formed by two 
of his sons, Fernão Ximenes de Aragão and Manuel Ximenes (a Jesuit) and by his 
grandsons Nicolau and Tomás (sons of Rui Nunes Ximenes) and Sebastião (son of 
Tomás Ximenes de Aragão). Fernão, the head of the family after Duarte’s death, 
established a commendation of the Order of Saint Stephen based in his house 
in Antwerp. Nicolau was, like his uncle, Knight of Saint Stephen, but instead of 
marrying a Portuguese woman, he married an Italian. From this moment onward, 
his family became Italianized: his sons married Italian women, one of his daughters 
entered a Florentine convent, and another of his sons eventually became bishop of 
Fiesole. Nicolau’s brother, Tomás, was a canon in Florence. Sebastião also settled in 
Florence, where he became Lord of Saturnia and Knight of Saint Stephen, and he 
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founded the priory of Romagna for himself and his descendants. Like his cousin 
Nicolau, he decided to marry an Italian woman and chose Catarina de Medici, 
daughter of Raffaele di Francesco de Medici, a member of a minor branch of the 
powerful Florentine family.5
What was the social progression of the family members who stayed on the 
Iberian Peninsula? Three of Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s sons—Tomás Ximenes 
de Aragão, Jerónimo Duarte Ximenes, and André Ximenes de Aragão—stayed in 
Portugal. After this kingdom was included in the Hispanic monarchy, their bond 
with the Crown was strengthened, since the Ximenes de Aragão family provided it 
with financial services. For example, in 1595 André and Tomás entrusted 20,000 
cruzados for preparation of the ships that traveled to India. The following year, 
André lent 60,000 cruzados to the Indian armada.6 In addition, first Tomás, and 
later Jerónimo and their nephew António Ximenes, moved to the royal court in 
Madrid. There they established contact with the financial advisers of Philip II 
(r. 1556–1598). This all seems to indicate that Tomás’s son Duarte Ximenes de 
Aragão, from Lisbon, and António Ximenes, in Madrid, participated in the asientos 
(contracts) of the monarchy, providing credit to Genoese bankers such as the Saulis. 
For this reason they were affected by the Spanish economic bankruptcy of 1596 and 
the medio general (settlement of royal debts) of November 1597.7 These financial 
activities continued during the reign of Philip III (r. 1598–1621), to whom Jorge 
Ximenes Serrão and António Ximenes lent money; they were therefore affected by 
the medio general of 1608.8
From the last decades of the sixteenth century onward, the family turned to 
different strategies of promotion and social legitimization based on their solid 
economic stability and their ever-closer relationship with the monarchy. The 
Ximenes de Aragão family tried to prove their nobility by joining the military 
orders, especially the Order of Christ, which, as Fernanda Olival has pointed out, 
had the greatest number of conversos. In this way André Ximenes de Aragão and 
his nephew António Ximenes, general paymaster of the Castilian guards, became 
members of the Order of Christ in 1602 and 1609, respectively. On the other hand, 
Diego Ximenes de Vargas, son of António Ximenes, who was also general paymaster 
of the Castilian guards, was Knight of Santiago (Saint James).9
Access to the title of nobleman of the royal household was another of the 
strategies used by the Ximeneses to join the nobility. Despite the fact that we do 
not have complete lists of the members of the Portuguese royal household during 
the Philippine period, we can assert that some members of the Ximenes de Aragão 
family received the title of nobleman of the royal household. Among them we 
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can find at least three of Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s sons (Tomás, Jerónimo, and 
André), two of his grandsons (Tomás Ximenes de Aragão and Jerónimo Ximenes 
de Aragão), and his great-grandson Rodrigo Ximenes de Aragão e Veiga, and his 
descendants.10
As Fernanda Olival has pointed out in her research on the conversos who joined 
the Order of Christ, despite the statute of purity of blood, the Crown granted 
exemptions in order to reward the services provided by the New Christians.11 
The gift of the title of nobleman of the royal household can also be interpreted 
as a means the monarchy used to reward services. It seems evident that Philip III 
awarded these favors to the Ximenes de Aragão family in exchange for economic 
services. Apart from the loans to the Crown already mentioned, André Ximenes de 
Aragão also committed himself, possibly in 1595, to lending the Lisbon city hall 
enough money to import wheat from Castile, so solving that city’s lack of supplies, 
“expecting only the divine award of God and the human award of the king, our 
master, which would surely be according to his magnanimity.”12 We do not know 
whether he received the divine award as expected, but he did receive the human 
one: a few years later Philip III made him nobleman of the royal household and 
Knight of the Order of Christ.
The establishment of primogenitures was one of the mechanisms systematically 
used by all who wanted to be accepted into the nobility. In the case under study, the 
practice had already started in the first generation of this merchant house. Although 
my data are fragmented, I think that at least four of Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s 
six sons established primogenitures. This was done by Fernão Ximenes de Aragão, 
who died in Florence in 1600. His brother Tomás Ximenes de Aragão established 
another one for his youngest son, Jerónimo Ximenes de Aragão. Another of Duarte’s 
sons, Jerónimo Duarte Ximenes, also established a primogeniture with one third of 
his possessions (44,000 cruzados and 278,000 réis) for his son Jorge.13 Finally, André 
Ximenes de Aragão established one with 100,000 cruzados, plus the dowry of his 
wife, Maria Ximenes.14 The number of primogenitures continued to grow with 
the passage of time. For example, Catarina da Veiga, daughter-in-law of Tomás 
Ximenes de Aragão, established two: one for her son Rodrigo Ximenes de Aragão e 
Veiga and another one for her daughter, Teresa Ximenes;15 and António Fernandes 
Ximenes, son of Tomás Ximenes de Aragão, established a primogeniture that was to 
be inherited by his brother Sebastião Ximenes de Aragão.
The integration into the church, using the cathedral chapters and the religious 
orders, was the other way used by the Ximenes de Aragão family to strengthen 
their social standing. Without a doubt, the order preferred by the male members 
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of the family was the Order of Preachers. Three of Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s 
grandsons were Dominicans.16 As for the women, two of Duarte Ximenes de 
Aragão’s granddaughters were nuns in the Convent of Esperança, in Lisbon, which 
belonged to the Order of Saint Francis, and another three were in the Convent of 
Chelas, which belonged to the Order of Saint Augustine.17 Some members of the 
family managed to enter the cathedral chapters. Fernão Ximenes de Aragão became 
archdeacon of Santa Cristina, in the Braga Cathedral, and renounced this honor in 
favor of his nephew Manuel Ximenes de Aragão. The entry of the latter into the 
chapter gave rise to some problems, as we shall see.
Undoubtedly, the two most visible manifestations of the social prestige 
acquired by the Ximenes de Aragão family were the ownership of the Chapel of 
Saint Catherine of Siena, in the Convent of Saint Dominic, Lisbon, which was 
converted into the family mausoleum, and the patronage of the Irish Seminary of 
Saint Patrick, also in Lisbon. It was relatively easy to establish primogenitures; the 
same was the case with the foundation of a chaplaincy. However, owning a chapel in 
one of the most important convents of Lisbon was something different, and having 
the patronage of the Irish Seminary was something that greatly distinguished this 
family from many other converso families in the process of social ascension. Still, 
we should not forget that the main requirement for achieving all this was always the 
same: having money. And the Ximenes family had plenty of it.
The most visible proof of the high social standing reached by the Ximenes de 
Aragão family was the ownership of the Chapel of Saint Catherine of Siena, in the 
Convent of Saint Dominic, in Lisbon. In 1594, representing other family members, 
André Ximenes de Aragão and his nephew Archdeacon Fernão Ximenes de Aragão 
reached an agreement with the Convent of Saint Dominic, by virtue of which they 
were assigned as owners of the chapel. The mortal remains of Jerónimo Duarte 
Ximenes and Brites Henriques, his wife, were moved there. The Dominican friars 
committed to celebrating a daily mass for the souls of the couple. In the month of 
November, the friars would celebrate a religious service of nine lectures with sung 
mass and funeral oration. Plus, on the days of the burials of the successive patrons, 
the Dominicans would celebrate a sung mass with a service of nine lectures. In 
exchange, the Ximenes family provided the convent with an annual revenue (juro) 
of 65,000 réis, placed in the customs office of Lisbon. Of this, 35,000 réis were 
assigned to the chapel and the obligations of the friars and 30,000 to the daily 
mass.18
The foundation of the Ximeneses in the chapel of Saint Catherine acquired 
even greater importance thanks to Fernão Ximenes de Aragão, who died in Florence 
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in 1600 without sons. He left 200,000 réis annually to the Misericórdia of Lisbon 
(a charity brotherhood), which would be used to support the prisoners of the royal 
prison of Lisbon (80,000 réis) and to provide two poor maidens with a dowry 
(120,000 réis). The condition was that the Misericórdia would be in charge of 
celebrating a sung mass on the day of the anniversary of the death of Ana Lopes 
Ximenes, wife of Fernão Ximenes de Aragão, and another one on the anniversary of 
the death of Fernão himself. Fernão Ximenes de Aragão also left an annual revenue 
(juro) of 40,000 réis to the Chapel of Saint Catherine, from which 36,000 would be 
donated for a daily mass and another 4,000 to the fabric of the chapel. Last, Fernão 
Ximenes de Aragão divided a juro of 432,964 between the four administrators of 
the chapel (his four brothers and heirs), so that each one would receive 108,241 
réis. Each of the four administrators would have, for himself, one fourth of this 
income during the first thirty years following Fernão’s death and half of it after that 
period. The remaining amount was to be distributed among the poorer relatives. 
Additionally, he aggregated to the foundation a juro of 121,648 maravedís that he 
had in Spain.19
The conversion of the Chapel of Saint Catherine into the Ximenes de 
Aragão family’s mausoleum had enormous symbolic importance. This was, first 
of all, because of its location. The Convent of Saint Dominic was one of the 
most important in Lisbon, and it was also closely bound to the Tribunal of the 
Holy Office, which was located in the nearby Rossio Square. On some occasions 
the autos-da-fé were celebrated in the church of the convent. Its friars were 
usually members of the Inquisition, working as censors. Only a few years after 
the establishment of the Ximenes family’s chapel, the Dominican friars gave the 
general inquisitor, Don Pedro de Castilho, the chapel of Saint Thomas, located 
in the same church. This meant that the general inquisitor and the Ximeneses 
shared the same space for burials. The comparison between Castilho and the 
others was not very favorable for the general inquisitor. So, while Don Pedro de 
Castilho had to resign himself to three prayed masses a week, in the chapel of the 
Ximenes de Aragão family there would be at least one daily mass for the soul of 
Jerónimo Duarte Ximenes and another for that of Fernão Ximenes de Aragão.
The Chapel of Saint Catherine was not the Ximenes de Aragão family’s only 
patronage. António Fernandes Ximenes, son of Tomás Ximenes de Aragão, financed 
the seminary founded for the education of Irish priests in the 1590s. In 1611 he 
bought a building that belonged to the Discalced Carmelite Order and donated it 
to the Irish school of the Society of Jesus. Also, either he or his brother, Jerónimo 
Ximenes de Aragão, established a perpetual income for a chair in theology. The 
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Ximeneses became the patrons of the seminary’s church, something that also had 
very relevant connotations. Taking into consideration the fact that the future priests 
were trained and educated in the Irish schools and that they would be responsible for 
defending the faith and preaching Catholicism against the heretics, the patronage 
of the Irish Seminary in Lisbon established by the Ximenes family allowed them to 
present themselves as defenders of Catholicism against the heretics and to use this 
argument to show their firm commitment to the faith. A memorandum presented by 
the Ximeneses during the reign of Philip III stated that António Fernandes Ximenes 
had spent more than 30,000 ducados in the construction of the Irish Seminary 
of Lisbon, and according to a genealogical reconstruction of the early eighteenth-
century family, this expense reached the amount of 100,000 cruzados.20
The Great Aspiration and the Great Fai lure
Despite their enormous wealth and their undoubted prestige, the Ximenes de Aragão 
family’s strategies of upward mobility and social promotion did not differ from those 
of other wealthy converso families. Giving money to religious foundations was not 
a novelty, though the Ximenes family undoubtedly stood out for the wealth of their 
foundations. Neither was joining the military orders, which were, as everyone knew, 
full of people with “tainted” blood. The convents were also full of friars and nuns in 
whose veins ran Jewish blood. If we compare the strategies used by the Ximeneses 
with those used by the Mendes de Brito family—studied by Fernanda Olival—we 
come to the conclusion that these were more or less the same.21
The fundamental element that differentiates the Ximenes de Aragão family from 
other converso families resides in their public acknowledgement of their “tainted” 
blood—an acknowledgement made precisely with the intention of overcoming this 
blemish. In other words, it was not a question of hiding the family’s Jewish origin 
but of demonstrating the sincerity of its conversion and having the right to enjoy 
the same honors and privileges as the Old Christians. Regarding this strategy, we 
can emphasize two fundamental facts: the rejection of the general pardon granted 
by Pope Clement VIII in August 1604 and the request to obtain the privilege 
of purity of blood at the end of Philip III’s reign, and again during the reign of 
Philip IV (r. 1621–1665).
Several authors have pointed out the role played by the Ximenes de Aragão 
family in the negotiations that led to the concession of the general pardon in 
1604. We know that in 1591 Philip II sent Archduke Albert, general inquisitor, a 
memorandum that Tomás Ximenes de Aragão had presented him on behalf of the 
New Christians. This document, which asked for a general pardon for the crimes 
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of Judaism, was studied in the General Council of the Holy Office and rejected.22 
At that time the Ximenes family were merely being part of a movement that also 
involved other important merchants such as Rodrigo de Andrade, Jorge Rodrigues 
Solis, João Nunes Correa, and from Lisbon, Heitor Mendes “o rico” (the rich).23
At some point, however, even before the concession of the general pardon, the 
Ximenes de Aragão family decided to change their strategy and oppose this grace. 
They were not the only ones to do so. As has been demonstrated by Juan Ignacio 
Pulido Serrano, the Portuguese New Christians were not a closed, homogeneous 
community. Because of this, many of them opposed the general pardon, did 
not want to benefit from it, and decided not to take part in the payment of the 
subsidy (servicio) granted to the Crown. Among them we can find a considerable 
group of people who in 1605 sent a memorandum to the king in order to separate 
themselves from those who had requested and obtained the general pardon. Those 
conversos who opposed the general absolution, among whom were the members of 
the Ximenes family, gave power to their own attorneys to present their aspirations 
to the monarch.24 As the Ximeneses stated, they had deliberately refused to grant 
power to those who negotiated the general pardon. Also, they claimed they had 
declared in the Holy Office that they did not want to benefit from the pardon 
but rather to be submitted to the court “like the other Old Christians,” something 
that demonstrates the extent to which they were sure of their orthodoxy. Owing to 
this, Philip III declared them exempt from paying the 1,700,000 cruzados that the 
Portuguese conversos had to pay in exchange for the pardon.25
This group’s motivations are obvious: by opposing the general pardon, they were 
publicly stating that they did not need it, nor did they have reason to fear the Holy 
Office. However, although these reasons are clear, it is still complicated to explain 
why those who began asking for the general pardon ended up opposing it. Did they 
not know in 1591 that by asking for it they were marking themselves? Why did 
they decide to change their strategy? As noted by Claude Stuczynsky, some converso 
families quickly understood that their participation in the negotiations carried out 
on behalf of the community of New Christians hindered their own ambitions of 
social promotion. This, without a doubt, is true. However, I believe that the change 
in the Ximenes de Aragão family’s attitude was influenced not only by the existence 
of a long-term family strategy but also by something that occurred in the 1590s, 
which the family hid, and that until now has gone unnoticed by the historiography. 
In January 1593, in Goa, António Fernandes Ximenes, son of Tomás Ximenes de 
Aragão abjured de levi (a slight suspicion of heresy).26 Was the father’s intervention 
in the business of the general pardon related to his son’s imprisonment? If so, since 
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the son was released with such a light sentence, it is not surprising that the family 
decided to disassociate itself from the matter of the pardon, hide the jail term of one 
of its members in the inquisitorial prison (which was in distant Goa), and oppose 
the papal grace to provide proof of their firm adherence to the Catholic faith. In 
fact the Ximenes family opposed the grace even before it had been granted. But 
although Philip III ordered their names to be erased from the lists prepared for the 
payment of the subsidy, many years later it was still known that some members of 
this family had been involved in the initial negotiations made in the 1590s.
The Ximenes de Aragão family were not the only Portuguese conversos who 
disassociated themselves from the business of the general pardon, decided not to 
enjoy it, and refused to contribute to the subsidy. But it seems that they must 
have been some of the few people who, in the seventeenth century, turned to the 
monarch to ask for a somewhat strange favor: the purity of blood privilege.27 Let us 
analyze what the Ximeneses asked for, on what their claim was based, and what the 
consequences were.
In 1617 António Ximenes, general paymaster of the Castilian guards and 
artillery, pleaded with Philip III to grant his whole family the privilege that the 
Esteves family had in Portugal and the Coronel family had in Castile. António 
Ximenes pleaded to have the privilege granted to all descendants, men and women, 
of his grandfather Duarte Ximenes de Aragão. He claimed that, following the 
male line, his family descended directly from the Jiménez of Navarre family, as his 
grandfather Duarte Ximenes de Aragão was Fernando Jiménez’s son, a prisoner 
brought to Portugal during the War of the Castilian Succession.28 In addition 
António Ximenes presented his own personal merits: he claimed to have served 
in the expulsion of the Moriscos from the Kingdom of Valencia, in the Larache 
campaign, and in the 1615 exchange of princesses. He also claimed that his family 
was related to the most illustrious houses of the Portuguese aristocracy, such as the 
counts of Redondo, Castanheira, and Feria.29
António Ximenes’s claim is quite surprising. We can put aside the obvious 
exaggeration regarding his relationship with the families of the Portuguese 
aristocracy and what is even more questionable—not to say unlikely—his bond 
with the Jiménez family from Navarre. What interests me more is that to justify his 
claim António Ximenes invoked monetary services rather than a special zeal for the 
Catholic faith.
What exactly was António Ximenes asking for when claiming for himself the 
same privilege as that of the Coronel and Esteves families? Initially, he was claiming 
the recognition of his nobility. Nevertheless, along with it was the (more important 
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for him) issue of the purity of blood. In 1492 the Catholic Monarchs granted 
Abraham Seneor—already baptized with the name of Fernán Pérez Coronel—letters 
patent for nobility.30 Much broader was the privilege granted by King John III to 
Cristóvão Esteves, judge of the Royal Supreme Court and member of the king’s 
council. As a reward for his services, King John III made him a nobleman (fidalgo 
de solar conhecido) in 1533. Furthermore, he granted to Cristóvão Esteves and his 
family the purity of blood privilege by establishing that he and his brothers “were 
born and remained as clean Christians and they are not descendants of Jews and I 
completely separate them from the Jews.”31 As becomes clear from the document, the 
king thought that this would encourage the conversos to persevere in Christianism, 
since it would demonstrate that the true Catholics, despite descending from Jews, 
would be rewarded.32 
As we can see, the privileges of the Coronel and the Esteves families, recently 
converted to the Catholic faith, consisted in their ennoblement. In the Castilian 
context of the time (the late fifteenth century), as well as in the Portuguese context 
(the first half of the sixteenth century), this was the priority. However, in the 
Hispanic monarchy of the early seventeenth century, priorities had changed because 
of the obsession with the purity of blood. For this reason I believe that António 
Ximenes was less interested in the nobility privilege than he was in the purity of 
blood issue. This becomes clear from a subsequent document in which Philip IV 
referred to this question as “the aspiration that António Ximenes had to be granted 
the purity of blood privilege for honors and positions.”33 
The request seems to be surprising because, although we could accept that 
Duarte Ximenes de Aragão descended from the Jiménez family (a family of 
Castilian Old Christians), it is indisputable that his progeny were also of his wife 
Isabel Rodrigues da Veiga, granddaughter of Constanza Coronel, of the Coronel 
family of Segovia. The daughters of this marriage also married men of undoubted 
converso blood: one married a member of the Fernandes de Elvas family and the 
other, António Ximenes’s mother, married a member of the Rodrigues de Évora 
family. The children born of these marriages would also be pure of blood, if the 
favor requested by António Ximenes were to be granted.
The Ximenes de Aragão family’s aspiration was not new. It dated back to 1586, 
when Fernão Ximenes de Aragão, about whom we have already spoken, obtained 
a brief from the pope declaring that this family was noble and for that reason its 
members could join the military orders, both in Italy and in the Hispanic monarchy. 
Obviously, to a certain extent it was easy to interpret that this papal privilege that 
allowed them to receive various honors cleaned their blood of all the blemishes it 
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might have had. That is what the brief itself seemed to state:
And may they be considered, honored, and recognized across the world as noblemen, 
eligible in all situations and for all purposes, even those that require an explicit 
mention and without any legal fiction and if they were really and truly the children 
of an ancient, noble, and illustrious generation from both sides, as proven by the 
continuous series of several generations of great-grandparents and great-great-
grandparents without that sign of infamy or blemish or infidelity.34
Once he knew that the pope had ennobled and qualified one of his subjects, Philip II 
ordered the Royal Supreme Court (Desembargo do Paço) to study the document to 
clarify whether it was necessary to proceed against the Ximenes de Aragão family for 
having requested and accepted this grace. In the meeting of the Desembargo, two of 
the jurists thought it better that the king not intervene, to avoid conflicts with the 
Holy See, since the Ximenes family had not, in fact, made use of the brief, at least 
not in Portugal.35 Since, as far as I know, the family did not use the brief in Portugal, 
the issue was left aside until António Ximenes decided to dust off the document in 
the time of Philip III.
Perhaps it is not a coincidence that António Ximenes decided to present his 
request in 1617. Since the later period of Philip II’s reign, a line of thought had 
been gaining strength among the arbitristas (projectors), certain ecclesiastics, the 
validos (favorites), and the kings themselves, one that suggested limiting the purity 
of blood statutes to allow rewarding the merits of the vassals and the services 
rendered to the Crown. In 1619, Martín González de Cellórigo published his 
well-known memorandum in favor of the Portuguese New Christians, in which 
he defended the elimination of the legal discrimination the conversos faced.36 A 
little earlier, sometime between the summer of 1615 and that of 1617, a committee 
met to analyze an arbitrio (project) in which, to put an end to the Jewish problem 
in Portugal, it was proposed that the king resort to the concession of the purity of 
blood privilege to the conversos, especially to those born of mixed marriages. The 
committee, formed by Friar Luis de Aliaga, royal confessor, Friar Aleixo de Meneses, 
Archbishop of Braga, and the Jesuit priest Hans Friedrich Helder, rejected this 
project but suggested that the privilege should be granted to the lineages in which 
there had been no members accused by the Holy Office. In particular, reference was 
made in the meeting to the Ximenes de Aragão family, which probably came to the 
ears of António Ximenes, who decided to take advantage of the circumstances, since 
they appeared to be quite favorable for his aspirations.37 In fact this connection 
between the arbitrio, the committee, and the request of the Ximenes family may 
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help us prove the hypothesis that what they intended to obtain was, above all, the 
purity of blood privilege, even if disguised as a quest for nobility.
In August 1617 António Ximenes’s request was studied in the State Council, 
and a favorable opinion was issued. Friar Luis de Aliaga agreed to grant him his 
request. Therefore, in November 1617 the only thing missing was the approval 
of the Council of Portugal. That council, however, expressed its opposition in a 
consultation in which very harsh words were used in discussing the New Christians. 
The Portuguese ministers considered the conversos to be, in general, unworthy of 
the favor being requested. Also, they maintained the opinion that the favors and the 
tolerance only served to further reaffirm them in the observance of Judaism. It was 
also stated that a penance from the Holy Office had been imposed on some people 
from the Ximenes de Aragão family.38
The opinion of the Council of Portugal made the State Council change its 
mind. Had people in the Ximenes de Aragão lineage been accused by the Holy 
Office? Undoubtedly, the members of the Council of Portugal were better informed 
than those of the State Council. Among the former was António Pereira, who had 
been an inquisitor in Lisbon and whose memory was very useful in restraining the 
ambitions of the powerful conversos. Indeed, though Pereira had left the Inquisition 
years before, he apparently remembered the names of the accused in whose trials 
he had intervened. However, although we cannot doubt that the members of the 
Council of Portugal knew the Portuguese reality much better than did those of the 
State Council, we cannot evade the fact that their interest in this matter was also 
greater. Might it be that they were trying to restrain the upward movement of one 
family and, as a result, of a whole social group?39
Whatever the case was, the State Council proposed consulting the general 
inquisitor of Portugal in order to know whether there had been, as was rumored, 
some members of the Ximenes de Aragão family who had had problems with the 
Holy Office. Among the opinions of the ministers, we can certainly emphasize that 
of Friar Luis de Aliaga, who again insisted that he thought it convenient to grant the 
favor they were asking for, provided they had never committed a crime (heresy). In 
his opinion the right balance between the political service rendered and the king’s 
reward might achieve what the punishments and the infamy had not.40
The investigations in the inquisitorial files did not show any obstacle for 
the Ximenes de Aragão family. Nevertheless, Philip III was not satisfied, and 
in January 1618 he asked for new investigations because apparently António 
Pereira remembered having tried a woman named Clara Álvares Ximenes. And, 
although the Inquisition made new inquiries and found out that Clara did not 
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have any kinship with the Ximenes family, the atmosphere in the middle of 
1618 was already not favorable to their aspirations. Something had changed: not 
everybody believed the assertion, repeated by the Ximeneses hundreds of times, 
that none of them had had any problem with the Holy Office and that their only 
connection with the conversos was related to the family line of the prestigious 
Coronel family.41
At that point a poisoned tongue presented information to the Council of 
Portugal that contradicted the aspirations of the Ximeneses. The anonymous 
informer insisted that Duarte Ximenes de Aragão had been born in Portugal 
because his parents had been expelled from Spain in 1492. Certainly, coming to 
Portugal because of the expulsion of the Jews was not the same as coming because 
of the defeat of the Castilian forces in the Battle of Toro. As this work is not about 
genealogy, we will leave Duarte Ximenes de Aragão for now.42
The strong points of António Ximenes’s argument were his affirmations that 
all his relatives had been Catholic, that none of them had been persecuted by the 
Inquisition, and that the whole family had been opposed to the general pardon 
of 1604. But even this could not be sustained, since the informer remembered 
that Tomás Ximenes de Aragão and Jerónimo Duarte Ximenes were the ones who, 
in the beginning, had traveled to Madrid to ask Philip III for the concession of 
the general pardon. Apparently, the person was well informed to the point of 
remembering that one of Tomás Ximenes de Aragão’s sons had been a prisoner 
of the Inquisition in Goa. It is quite interesting that someone in the royal court 
had more information than the Portuguese inquisitors themselves, who stated that 
no member of the family had ever been prosecuted by the court. Did they not 
have any feedback on what had happened in India? As previously stated, António 
Fernandes Ximenes had been convicted of Judaism and sentenced to abjure de levi 
by the Inquisition in Goa in 1593, and he was António Ximenes’s cousin. Did he 
not know that? Why risk having these things dug up in the royal court if his family 
was already following other more common, albeit slower, ways of upward mobility 
and social consolidation? António Fernandes Ximenes himself tried to hide this 
incident involving the Inquisition and, once in Lisbon, built the Irish Seminary of 
the Society of Jesus, as has already been mentioned.
Furthermore, the malicious informer recalled that many other relatives of the 
Ximenes de Aragão family had passed through the Holy Office. He mentioned 
the case of one of António Ximenes’s second aunts and her daughters, prisoners of 
the Inquisition in Lisbon. She was probably Leonor de Caminha, wife of Fernão 
Ximenes (nephew of Duarte Ximenes de Aragão).43 Finally, the report mentioned 
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the case of Francisco Nunes Ximenes, who was accused by the Inquisition of 
Coimbra and who, apparently, was a cousin of the Ximeneses.44
With this host of suspicions, it was to be expected that the Council of Portugal, 
which met in May 1618, would advise the king to reject the favor that António 
Ximenes requested. The Council argued that granting the nobility privilege to this 
family would imply reducing the prestige of the Portuguese nobles. Furthermore, 
the Duke of Villahermosa and Pedrálvares Pereira handed the above-mentioned 
information against the Ximenes de Aragão family to Friar Luis de Aliaga. This 
document and the opinion of the Council made the father confessor change his 
mind, and it seems that in the end he favored leaving the case unsolved, without 
making any decision.45
From this point—the middle of 1618—onward, the Ximenes de Aragão family 
had lost the battle. It is true that their ambitions reappeared during Philip III’s 
stay in Portugal and again in the time of Philip IV, but the shadows of suspicion 
that hung over their lineage had already emerged, and it was very difficult to clear 
them. Moreover, the fact that they asked for the favor and did not receive it helped, 
more than any rumor, to discredit the family’s lineage. António Ximenes himself 
understood it and, taking advantage of Philip III’s trip to Portugal, asked for the 
privilege again, since according to his understanding, no news had appeared in the 
inquisitorial files about his family. And again, Friar Luis de Aliaga, then general 
inquisitor, supported António Ximenes’s ambitions and considered that this was 
the best way to assure the service and loyalty of the conversos. The royal confessor 
clearly defined what exactly could be granted to the claimant: “I think that Your 
Majesty could obtain advantages by granting the Old Christian privilege to António 
Ximenes and his descendants, men and women, as long as nothing more is granted 
to his lineage for now.”46
To a certain extent, this may seem astonishing: the general inquisitor of Spain 
was advising that the Old Christian privilege should be granted to a converso 
whose relatives had had problems with the Inquisition and had intervened in the 
business of the general pardon. Furthermore, he was doing it with a merely political 
intention: to reward the services given to the Crown and to assure the loyalty of the 
subjects. In fact Philip II, at the end of his life, the favorites Lerma and Olivares, 
and numerous politicians and arbitristas of the time also shared the opinion that 
it was necessary to soften the blood discrimination to reward those who served the 
Crown. Nevertheless, despite the support of the confessor, the opposition of the 
Council of Portugal and, especially, of its president, the Duke of Villahermosa, led 
to the thwarting of António Ximenes’s ambitions again.47
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The beginning of Philip IV’s reign and the choice of Olivares as a royal favorite 
brought new hope for the conversos of Portuguese origin. Everything seems to 
indicate that by then the Ximenes de Aragão family had abandoned their commercial 
activities because they were no longer part of the group of powerful Portuguese 
bankers to whom the Count-Duke of Olivares resorted from 1626 onward.48 A 
little earlier, in 1624, the Ximenes family’s ambitions reignited, and they asked to 
be eligible for all honors and positions, both secular and ecclesiastical. This time 
the person in charge of the negotiations in the royal court was Manuel Ximenes de 
Aragão, Duarte Ximenes de Aragão’s grandson.49 This Manuel acknowledged that 
the failure to obtain an answer to the request made to Philip III had damaged the 
honor of his family. That was why he was requesting again, this time of Philip IV, 
the confirmation of the brief of Sixtus V and a declaration stating that all of Duarte 
Ximenes de Aragão’s descendants along the male line were “eligible for all honors, 
positions, and benefits.” Thus the descendants of Manuel Fernandes de Elvas and 
Diogo Rodrigues de Évora, whose converso blood was more than obvious, were 
excluded.50
This new Ximenes de Aragão family request was studied in January 1625 
by a committee led by the president of the Castilian Council, which included 
the Portuguese inquisitor Sebastião de Matos de Noronha and Don Andrés 
Pacheco, general inquisitor of Spain, together with other Portuguese and Castilian 
ministers. Once again, the committee voted against granting the purity of blood 
privilege to this family. Evidently, the most favorable opinion for the conversos 
came from Don Andrés Pacheco, a declared enemy of the obsession with blood 
purity. The general inquisitor stated that the concession of this privilege to the 
Esteves family had been of great benefit and that the harshness had not been 
effective in solving the crypto-Judaism issue. For this reason he proposed granting 
the Ximenes family some kind of favor, even if not precisely the one they were 
asking for. Owing to the different opinions, Philip IV ordered that the issue be 
analyzed again by a new committee and, as far as I know, no decisions were ever 
made regarding the matter.51
Shortly afterward, Manuel Ximenes de Aragão had to resort to the monarch 
again because his uncle Fernão Ximenes de Aragão wished to resign the archdeaconry 
of Santa Cristina, in the Braga Cathedral, to him. Since Clement VIII and Paul V 
had forbidden the conversos from having ecclesiastical benefits in Portugal, Manuel 
Ximenes de Aragão had to ask the monarch to allow the expedition of the bulls, and 
he supported his argument with the brief issued by Sixtus V that made his family 
eligible for all positions and benefits. And once again it was the general inquisitor 
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Pacheco, member of the antistatutory faction, who proposed favoring them, to 
encourage the sincere conversos.52
In 1625, Fernão Ximenes de Aragão, uncle of Manuel Ximenes de Aragão, 
published his Doutrina catholica para instrucçaõ e cõfirmaçaõ dos fieis e extinçaõ das 
seitas supersticiosas e em particular do Judaismo,53 addressed to Don Fernão Martins 
Mascarenhas, which shows the good relationship that existed between the family 
and the general inquisitor. This treaty has recently been studied in a magnificent 
work by Stuczynski. Fernão Ximenes de Aragão, unlike other authors, underlined 
the sincere nature of the conversion to Christianity of a considerable share of the 
Portuguese Jews in 1496, but considered the general pardons and the discriminatory 
measures to have hampered their assimilation. On the contrary, assimilation would 
be achieved by rewarding the good conversos, starting with that small group—to 
which he belonged—that had always shown a firm accession to Catholicism.54
The criticism against discrimination and the purity of blood statutes emerged 
again in the arbitrio addressed by Fernão Ximenes de Aragão to Philip IV in 
1631. In it he gathered arguments that had been repeated since the late fifteenth 
century in favor of the good conversos and against the statutes. So he defended 
the dignity of the Jews’ descendants and of the Hebrew blood that had run in the 
veins of Christ and the apostles themselves. He therefore proposed limiting the 
purity statutes, whose severity went against Christian piety, natural reason, and 
the teachings of the Catholic Church. These arguments might have been favorably 
welcomed by Olivares, but they were obviously inefficient in view of the growth of 
the obsession with the purity of blood that, unlike in Castile, was taking place in 
Portugal precisely at that time.55
Epilogue
It would be extremely interesting to find out whether the important Portuguese 
merchants and suppliers in the court of Philip IV were acquainted with the Ximenes 
de Aragão family’s ambitions regarding nobility and purity of blood. If so, what 
would they have thought of these compatriots who, being so similar to them, wanted 
to pursue other ways of social promotion? Apparently, the Ximenes family did not 
spread the news of their failure in the royal court, mostly because the denial of such 
a request—or the mere silence of the monarch—was much more harmful to their 
honor than all the converso relatives that any malicious informant could possibly 
unearth. It is astonishing to find that the Ximeneses, so intelligent in handling their 
business matters, were so unskillful in managing the intangible ones. Did they not 
know that there is no better way to perpetuate the memory of a blemish than to 
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formally ask to be forgiven with a public and solemn privilege? The early seventeenth 
century was no longer a time to show off one’s Jewish blood. Ennoblement and 
access to privileges followed a different path, that of concealment.
The descendants of the Esteves family, whose privilege the Ximenes de Aragão 
family asked for, were well aware of that. As mentioned above, in 1533 King John III 
granted the title of nobleman to Cristóvão Esteves, erasing any defect he might have 
had for being Jewish. This privilege, so coveted in 1533, became a slab that weighed 
on the family name in the seventeenth century because it only served to remind 
others of the family’s Jewish origin. Thanks to Fernanda Olival we know that in 
1632 António da Gama Lobo, great-grandson of Mateus Esteves, presented a set of 
forged documents to Philip IV with the sole purpose of proving that Mateus was 
not Cristóvão Esteves’s full brother. The Crown accepted the proof, and in 1634 
Philip IV stated that António da Gama Lobo was of pure blood. It seems quite clear 
that António da Gama Lobo had used a strategy that was much more suitable for 
the seventeenth century than those used by the Ximenes de Aragão family. Purity 
of blood had to be proved—even with more than doubtful documents or with no 
documents at all—and not to be obtained as a privilege.56
As Antonio Domínguez Ortiz said, “The only way to stop being converso was to 
be forgotten.”57 Those of the Ximenes de Aragão family who remained in Portugal 
followed this path only partially. Two of Tomás Ximenes de Aragão’s sons married 
into families from the fidalguia and, thanks to that, lost the surname Ximenes and 
adopted other, more distinguished ones, such as Mendonça, Melo, and Coutinho.58 
It was of no use, though, because their grandchildren again became related to the 
branch of Tomás Ximenes de Aragão’s first-born son and, in this family line, the 
surname was never lost.59
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APPENDIX: The family tree of the Ximenes of Aragão
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